In 3 experiments, the authors compared duration judgments of filled stimuli (tones) with unfilled ones (intervals defined by clicks or gaps in tones). Temporal generalization procedures (Experiment 1) and verbal estimation procedures (Experiments 2 and 3) all showed that subjective durations of the tones were considerably longer than those of unfilled intervals defined either by clicks or gaps, with the unfilled intervals being judged as approximately 55%-65% of the duration of the filled ones when real duration was the same. Analyses derived from the pacemaker-switch-accumulator clock model incorporated into scalar timing theory suggested that the filled/unfilled difference in mean estimates was due to higher pacemaker speed in the former case, although conclusively ruling out alternative interpretations in terms of attention remains difficult.
It has long been known that a variety of factors, in addition to actual physical duration, affect people's judgments of how long stimuli and events last (Allan, 1979 (Allan, , 1992 . For example, moving stimuli have been judged as lasting longer than static ones (Brown, 1995) and familiar words as lasting longer than unfamiliar ones (Witherspoon & Allan, 1985) , and a considerable body of work has demonstrated that auditory stimuli usually produce longer subjective durations than do visual ones of the same real length (Goldstone & Lhamon, 1974 , summarize studies from the 1950s and 1960s; Wearden, Edwards, Fakhri, & Percival, 1998, and Wearden, Todd, & Jones, 2006 , provide more recent discussions). However, probably the best known of these effects is the filledduration illusion.
The literature on the filled-duration illusion shows a pleasing unanimity: Almost all studies found that filled intervals appear to last longer than unfilled ones of the same real-time duration (recent studies that used pigeons [Columba livia] by Miki & Santi, 2005, and Santi, Keough, Gagne, & van Rooyen, in press, are exceptions) . Apart from these exceptions, however, previous work has been remarkably heterogeneous. One source of disagreement has been the meaning of "filled" and "unfilled." The general reader might suppose that when auditory stimuli were used, for example, filled stimuli probably would be continuous tones, and unfilled ones would be the same durations defined by brief clicks at the beginning and end of the relevant period. Comparisons between such stimulus types have, indeed, been used (e.g., the present study and Rammsayer & Lima, 1991) , but some other filled/unfilled duration comparisons use different types of events. In the oftencited article by Thomas and Brown (1974) , for example, all intervals were initiated and terminated by click-like stimuli, but filled intervals also contained three other clicks that were regularly or irregularly spaced within the interval. In other work, the filled interval was filled by attending to complex stimuli such as line drawings (Ornstein, 1969) .
Another feature of previous work has been the range of experimental and theoretical issues discussed in the context of the filled-duration illusion. If unfilled intervals are started and ended by marker stimuli, for example, does it make a difference how long the markers actually are? Rammsayer and Leutner (1996) showed that it does. When filled intervals are subdivided into periods defined by clicks, how are these subintervals combined? Thomas and Brown (1974) used this method and developed a mathematical treatment of the way in which the combination process produced greater subjective duration estimates in the filled case (see also Adams, 1977) . Another issue is that of the influence on time judgments regarding what the stimuli marking the start and end of the unfilled durations actually are, and this has been shown to influence time judgments (see Grondin, Roussel, Lamache, Roy, & Oullet, 2004 , for a recent study, and Grondin, 2003 , for a recent review). Other experiments have looked at the type of filler material used during the filled interval (e.g., Buffardi, 1971; Foley, Michaluk, & Thomas, 2004) . A range of time judgment procedures also has been used in filled/unfilled interval comparisons, and the duration of the intervals used also has varied markedly. At one extreme, Rammsayer and Lima (1991) used a pair-comparison discrimination procedure in which the duration difference between two stimuli presented during a trial varied depending on the accuracy of previous responses, and all durations presented were approximately 50 ms to 60 ms long. In contrast, Thomas and Brown (1974) used a reproduction method and used intervals up to 5,000 ms long, and even longer events have been timed in some other studies (e.g., Ornstein, 1969) . Obviously, varying the durations timed by 100-fold or more complicates interpretation of results: For example, chronometric counting may intervene at durations of greater than 1 s (and, if it does, it will almost certainly affect timing judgments; see Wearden, Denovan, Fakhri, & Haworth, 1997 , for a demonstration), whereas it could not possibly play any role in judgments of 50-ms-long stimuli.
In the present article, we seek to cut the Gordian knot bequeathed to us by previous work. We do this by, first, asking a few apparently straightforward questions about characteristics of what seem to be simple forms of the filled-duration illusion and, second, trying to provide some explanations of the results obtained using ideas from contemporary timing theory. Suppose, in anticipation of results that will be presented later, a filled-duration illusion is obtained; so, for some time value t, judgments of an unfilled duration U(t) are shorter than those of a filled duration F(t). If, in general, F(t) Ͼ U(t), how does the effect change as t is varied? For example, is the subjective duration difference between F(t) and U(t) manifested in terms of a constant difference between the two judgments as t is varied (i.e., the difference is additive), or is U(t) always some fraction of F (t) (i.e., the difference is multiplicative)? Such questions have implications for underlying timing mechanisms that might explain the filled-duration illusion, as is shown in the Discussion section of Experiment 1.
Another issue of interest is whether filled/unfilled duration perception differences are manifested only in terms of mean judgments or in terms of variability, as well. Filled durations may be perceived as longer than unfilled ones, but are they perceived as relatively more or less variable? One possibility is that unfilled intervals, which have very clearly defined start and end markers, might be perceived as relatively less variable than filled ones, although results in Rammsayer and Lima's (1991) article imply the opposite: In their work, the filled durations produced smaller thresholds, suggesting less variable representations. This issue is addressed in Experiments 2 and 3.
As well as providing data on some simple, but previously somewhat neglected, questions about the filled-duration illusion, another aim of the present article is development of a theoretical treatment of the effects found through use of some ideas derived from a currently popular theory of animal and human timing (Gibbon, Church, and Meck, 1984) .
Scalar timing (or scalar expectancy) theory (SET) has many features in common with an earlier theory of human timing, the clock model of Treisman (1963) . SET initially was developed as an account of the behavior produced by animals on temporally constrained reinforcement schedules or specially designed timing tasks and continues to enjoy considerable success as an explanation of timing in rats (Rattus norvegicus), pigeons, and other animals (e.g., Church, Meck, & Gibbon, 1994; Lejeune, Ferrara, Simons, & Wearden, 1997) . For the last 15 years, SET also has been applied to timing in humans. The work of Wearden and McShane (1988) was probably the first study with human participants in which the researchers used SET as an explanatory framework, and since then, a number of studies of human timing through use of the SET framework have appeared (see Allan & Gibbon, 1991 , and Wearden, 1991a , 1991b for early examples: Allan, 1998, and Wearden, 2003 , provide reviews of work with humans conducted within the SET framework.). This work shows that SET deals well with some aspects of human timing, provided that participants do not use chronometric counting (Wearden, 1991a; Wearden, Denovan, et al., 1997) , and the short intervals used exclusively in the present article (ranging from 77 ms to 1,183 ms) are within the range used in previous studies of non-countingbased timing in humans.
For present purposes, the most relevant aspect of SET is its use of a pacemaker-accumulator type internal clock. Here, a pacemaker that produces pulses at some rate (usually assumed as fast) is connected to an accumulator by a switch. When a stimulus that will be timed is presented, the switch closes, allowing pulses to flow into the accumulator, and stimulus offset opens the switch, cutting the flow. The closing and opening operations of the switch need be neither instantaneous nor variance free, as is shown in the Discussion section of Experiment 1. Thus, when a stimulus that will be timed ceases, the raw material for judgments about its duration is the number of pulses stored in the accumulator.
In anticipation of results that will be presented later in this article (Results section), the stimuli used in this study produced a large filled-duration illusion, with continuous tones being judged as substantially longer than either click-defined intervals or gaps of the same real duration. How can this illusion be explained? The internal clock proposed by SET offers more than one possibility. For example, the pacemaker of the internal clock may run faster for the tones than for the click-defined intervals or the gaps. Alternatively, mean switch latencies or switch operation variances may differ for the two types of events. In the present work, in addition to providing a number of demonstrations of the filledduration illusion, we try to use the mechanics of the internal clock proposed by SET to explain the effect, thus bringing this venerable temporal "illusion" within the framework of modern timing theory and, in particular, emphasizing its continuity with other phenomena in duration judgment.
Experiment 1
We begin with an initial demonstration of the filled-duration illusion using a temporal generalization paradigm. As in all of the experiments reported here, filled intervals were tones produced by the speaker of a conventional computer. In Experiment 1, the unfilled intervals started and ended with click-like stimuli. In the variant of temporal generalization used in some experiments with human participants (e.g., Wearden, 1992; Wearden, Wearden, & Rabbitt, 1997) , people initially were presented with a stimulus (e.g., a tone 400 ms long) identified as having a standard duration. Then, they received a series of tones that were shorter or longer than, or equal in duration to, the standard, and they had to decide whether or not each comparison tone had the standard duration. Feedback as to performance accuracy was given after each response.
We modified this method slightly for Experiment 1. There were four types of trial blocks, and as an illustration, we consider the filled/unfilled condition (F/U), in which the first letter indicates the type of stimulus presented as the standard and the second letter indicates the type of stimulus presented as the comparison. The block began with four presentations of a filled interval (a tone), which was identified as having a standard duration. Following this, participants received seven unfilled durations (intervals started and ended with a click-like stimulus). The interval between the clicks was either equal to the standard duration or shorter or longer. After each stimulus was presented, the participant judged whether it had the same duration as the standard, but no feedback was given, as this feedback would have allowed participants to compensate for any filled-duration illusion effect that they demonstrated as the experiment proceeded. The other three conditions, unfilled/ unfilled (U/U), filled/filled (F/F), and unfilled/filled (U/F), were identical except for the type of stimuli used as standards and comparisons.
Method
Participants. Sixteen first-year Manchester University undergraduate students participated for course credit, which was not contingent on performance.
Apparatus. Participants were tested individually in a cubicle isolated from external noise and light. An Opus SX-16 IBMcompatible computer with a color monitor controlled all experimental events, and responses were registered on the keyboard. The experimental programs were written in the Micro-Experimental Laboratory (MEL) language (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, PA), which assured millisecond accuracy for timing of stimuli and responses.
Procedure. Consider first a block of F/U trials. The block began with four presentations of a 500-Hz tone with a duration that was constant within the block but that was a random value chosen from a uniform distribution running from 400 ms to 600 ms (M ϭ 500 ms), which varied between blocks. Presentations of the standard were separated by gaps chosen at random from a uniform distribution running from 2,000 ms to 3,000 ms. When the standard had been presented, a display informed participants that a number of comparison stimuli would now be presented. Each one was an unfilled interval that started and ended with a 10-ms presentation of a 1,000-Hz tone. We presented seven comparison intervals, the standard, and six nonstandard durations, which we composed by adding the following values to the standard: -300 ms, -200 ms, -100 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms, and 300 ms. That is, intervals from 300 ms below the standard to 300 ms above the standard were presented. The participant delivered each comparison duration by pressing the spacebar in response to a prompt; after a random delay ranging from 2,000 ms to 3,000 ms, this response was followed by the comparison interval. After this task, the participant received the display "Did that stimulus have the same length as the standard? Press Y (yes) or N (no) keys." No performance-related feedback was given after the response, which was followed by a "Press spacebar for next trial" prompt. The seven comparison durations were arranged in a random order that varied for each participant. The other three blocks were identical except for the relation between the standard and comparison stimuli: In the U/F condition, for example, the standard duration was unfilled, and the comparison durations were filled. In the U/U and F/F blocks, both standard and comparison stimuli were of the same type. The 4 stimulus block types (U/U, F/F, U/F, and F/U) were arranged in a random order that varied for each participant, and the 4 blocks were each presented 4 times, making 16 blocks in all; the order of the conditions within each block of 4 stimulus types was randomly varied between presentations and participants.
Results
The usual method of presenting data from temporal generalization experiments is plotting the proportion of "yes" responses (i.e., identifications of a stimulus as having the standard duration) against stimulus duration. In the present experiment, however, the standard value varied slightly from one block to another; thus, the equivalent method is plotting the proportion of "yes" responses against the comparison-standard difference in ms. Here, 0 indicates the situation in which the standard and comparison stimuli had the same duration, negative values indicate the situations in which the comparison was shorter than the standard, and positive values indicate the situations in which the comparison was longer than the standard. Figure 1 shows the results when plotted in this way.
The upper panel of Figure 1 shows data from conditions in which the standard and comparison stimuli were both filled (F/F) or both unfilled (U/U), and the lower panel shows data from conditions in which the standard and comparison durations were of different types (F/U and U/F). Inspection of the upper panel strongly suggests that when the comparison and standard durations were of the same type, judgments were close to veridical in that the 0-ms difference (i.e., no difference between the standard and comparison duration) produced the highest proportion of "yes" responses. When the standard and comparison stimuli were of different types (lower panel), on the other hand, judgments were systematically distorted, being skewed to the left in the U/F case and to the right in the F/U case.
In an overall analysis of variance (ANOVA) using all four conditions together, we found no significant effect of condition on proportion of "yes" responses, F(3, 45) ϭ 1.05, ns, but we did find significant effects of stimulus duration, F(6, 90) ϭ 41.94, p Ͻ .001, and a significant Condition ϫ Stimulus Duration interaction, F(18, 270) ϭ 7.26, p Ͻ .001. Of these two significant results, the former merely confirms the fact, obvious from Figure 1 , that the proportion of "yes" responses depended on stimulus duration; the latter shows that the different conditions did not produce the same pattern of responding.
In an ANOVA comparing the U/U and F/F conditions, we found no effect of condition overall, F(1, 15) ϭ 0, ns but a significant effect of stimulus duration, F(6, 90) ϭ 33.96, p Ͻ .001, and a significant Stimulus Duration ϫ Condition interaction, F(6, 90) ϭ 2.55, p ϭ .02. This latter result suggests that the temporal generalization functions for U/U and F/F have slightly different shapes, as will be examined further in the paragraphs below.
In an ANOVA comparing the U/F and F/U conditions, we found no effect of condition overall, F(1, 15) ϭ .01, ns, but significant effects of stimulus duration, F(6, 90) ϭ 9.40, p Ͻ .001, and Stimulus Duration ϫ Condition interaction, F(6, 90) ϭ 7.76, p Ͻ .001. The latter result confirms that the response functions from the different conditions have markedly different shapes, as is obvious on inspection of the lower panel of Figure 1 .
We used t tests to examine the response functions from the different conditions in more detail. Consider the response functions, shown in the upper panel of Figure 1 , from the F/F and U/U conditions. We tested the temporal generalization gradients for asymmetry around the 0-ms difference by comparing the average proportion of "yes" responses from stimulus durations that were shorter than the standard with the average proportion of "yes" responses from stimulus durations that were longer than the standard. When gradients from all four conditions were compared in this way, all were significantly asymmetrical: for F/F, t ϭ Ϫ2.72; for U/U, t ϭ Ϫ3.61; for F/U, t ϭ Ϫ3.78; for U/F, t ϭ 3.42; all dfs ϭ 15, all ps Ͻ .05.
When the gradients from F/U and U/F were compared, a similar analysis showed that they were asymmetrical in different direc-tions. For example, there were significantly more "yes" responses to comparisons longer than the standard in F/U than in U/F, t(15) ϭ 3.53, p Ͻ .01, and there were more "yes" responses to comparisons shorter than the standard in U/F than in F/U, t(15) ϭ 3.67, p Ͻ .01. This means that when standards were filled and comparisons were unfilled (F/U), comparison stimuli that were longer than the standard were matched to it, whereas in the reverse case (U/F), actually shorter comparison stimuli were maximally identified as the standard. That is, in the F/U and U/F comparisons, the filled intervals appeared significantly longer than the unfilled ones, a demonstration of the filled-duration illusion.
Discussion
Experiment 1 demonstrated the filled-duration illusion with the stimuli used in our study, and it should be noted that the effect was obtained even though if the participants had used the whole of the unfilled stimulus (i.e., starting from the onset of the first click to the offset of the second rather than just timing the interval between, as instructed), the unfilled stimulus actually would have been 20 ms longer than the filled one. Results in the lower panel of Figure 1 also show that the filled-duration illusion was very marked; for example, in the F/U condition, a comparison duration 200 ms longer than the standard duration was maximally matched to it, and in the U/F condition, a comparison duration 200 ms shorter than the standard duration was maximally chosen. Given that the average standard duration was 500 ms, the illusion was large in percentage terms, apparently larger than the auditory/ visual difference investigated by Wearden et al. (1998) through the use of temporal generalization (cf. Wearden et al., 1998, Figure 1, p. 102 , and the General Discussion later in this article). The filled-duration illusion depended, however, on participants experiencing both types of stimulus in the same trial block; when stimulus types were the same (U/U and F/F, upper panel of Figure  1 ), the peak of "yes" responses was at the 0-ms difference. The U/U and F/F temporal generalization gradients were both slightly asymmetrical (with more "yes" responses to comparisons that are longer than the standard than to comparisons that are shorter than the standard), but this asymmetry is normal for temporal generalization in humans (Wearden, 1991a (Wearden, , 1992 Wearden, Denovan, et al., 1997; Wearden, Wearden, & Rabbitt, 1997 ; for a possible theoretical explanation, see Wearden, 2004) , so data from U/U and F/F are consistent with those from other studies even when these previous experiments used slightly different procedures.
Comparison -standard (milliseconds)
Experiment 1 establishes that a strong filled-duration illusion is present with the stimuli used but tells us little more about the effect. Why are the filled stimuli perceived as longer than the unfilled ones? According to quantitative accounts of the operation of internal clocks, subjective duration differences between stimuli, such as those obtained in Experiment 1, can arise in a number of ways. Consider a simple pacemaker-accumulator internal clock (e.g., , and suppose that the operation of this clock differs for filled and unfilled intervals. One possibility is that pacemaker rate varies for the different stimuli, running at rate r f for filled stimuli and r u for unfilled ones, with r f Ͼ r u . Therefore, for some constant interval length t, more pulses will accumulate for filled than unfilled intervals, giving rise to a subjective duration difference in the direction found in Experiment 1. But this is not the only possibility; another concerns the latency of operation of a hypothesized switch between the pacemaker and accumulator. According to , when a stimulus that will be timed begins, pulses flow from the pacemaker to the accumulator through a switched connection, but this switch has nonzero latency l c for closing (i.e., allowing pulses to flow) and l o for opening (and cutting the pacemaker-accumulator connection) when the stimulus ceases. Thus, for a pacemaker rate r, the number of pulses accumulating in some time t is r(t -l c ϩ l o ). Subjective differences in duration between filled and unfilled intervals could occur if the balance of switch latencies differed between the stimulus types (e.g., the switch closed faster or opened more slowly with filled rather than unfilled stimuli), even if pacemaker rate r was constant.
Inspection of the function for pulse accumulation suggests, however, that pacemaker speed effects and switch effects might, in some cases, be dissociated. The function can be divided into two additive components, rt ϩ r(l o -l c ), the first of which varies as the duration timed varies and the second of which is a multiple of pacemaker rate and the difference between the latencies of opening and closing the switch of the accumulator but does not depend on the duration timed t. If pacemaker rate r varies between filled and unfilled intervals, differences would be expected both in the slope of the function relating estimates to t (the first component) and in the intercept (the second component), but observing the latter effect would depend on the difference l o -l c being greater than zero. Even if the absolute values of switch opening and closing were different for filled and unfilled intervals (so, e.g., both the onset and offset of stimuli that would be timed were registered more rapidly for filled than for unfilled stimuli), an intercept difference between the stimulus types would be observed only if the difference between opening and closing latencies varied between the stimulus types. In contrast, a constant difference in perceived duration between filled and unfilled intervals, independent of the interval timed, would suggest that the difference in subjective duration estimates arises because of switch latency effects; for example, the switch closes more rapidly, or opens more slowly, in the filled than in the unfilled case, so a constant number of extra pulses accumulates during the former stimulus type.
Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we used verbal estimation of 10 different durations (ranging from 77 ms to 1,181 ms). It consisted of two subexperiments that were, procedurally, almost identical except for the type of stimulus used in the respective unfilled condition; therefore, we report these two subexperiments together to save space. In both subexperiments, 500-Hz tones served as filled stimuli (as in Experiment 1), and in Experiment 2A, the unfilled stimuli were defined by click-like markers-again, as in Experiment 1. For simplicity, we refer to this as the click version of the F/U effect. In Experiment 2B, in contrast, we used gaps in 500-Hz tones as the unfilled stimuli. On these trials, a tone was presented for a short random duration, then a gap ensued, then the tone recommenced for another short, random time. The participant's task was estimation of the duration of the gap. We refer to this procedure as the gap version of the filled-duration effect. As noted earlier, stimuli used in demonstrations of the filled-duration illusion have varied markedly from one study to another, and our intention in comparing two different sorts of unfilled stimuli (click-defined and gaps) was simply investigating whether similar F/U differences would occur with both stimulus types.
In both Experiment 2A and Experiment 2B, the participants experienced intermixed presentations of both the filled and the unfilled intervals and provided verbal estimates of their duration in ms. A similar range of stimuli was used in three other studies, one on speeding up the internal clock (Penton-Voak, Edwards, Percival, & Wearden, 1996) and the other on modality differences in duration judgments (Wearden et al., 1998 . In both studies, researchers showed that the stimulus range used was sufficient for deciding, by means of regression techniques, whether perceived duration differences were multiplicatively related to duration (i.e., pacemaker speed) or constant (i.e., a switch effect); thus, the same range was used here.
Method
Participants. Fifteen (Experiment 2A: click version) and 17 (Experiment 2B: gap version) undergraduates at Manchester University participated for course credit.
Apparatus. Apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 1.
Procedure. Participants experienced a single experimental session. The stimulus durations that would be estimated were 77 ms, 203 ms, 348 ms, 461 ms, 582 ms, 707 ms, 834 ms, 958 ms, 1065 ms, and 1181 ms. In both Experiment 2A and Experiment 2B, the filled intervals were continuous 500-Hz tones of one of the durations given above, produced by the computer speaker. In Experiment 2A, the unfilled intervals commenced with a 1,000-Hz, 10-ms tone produced by the computer speaker, then a delay of one of the values above, then a second 1,000-Hz 10-ms tone. In Experiment 2B, the unfilled intervals were defined as follows: A 500-Hz tone started and ran for a random value selected from a uniform distribution running between 300 ms and 500 ms, then a gap lasting one of the values given above ensued, then a second tone lasting for a random value between 300 ms and 500 ms ensued. In both subexperiments, the 20 stimuli (filled and unfilled intervals of the 10 durations given above) were arranged in a random order and were presented once each in a block. A different random order was then selected for subsequent blocks, until five blocks (100 trials) had been presented. In Experiment 2B, a visual display (the words "tone" or "gap") preceded each stimulus to inform participants which duration should be estimated, but in Experiment 2A, the stimuli (which were obviously distinguishable) were intermixed without any display.
We provided participants with appropriate instructions about which durations should be estimated (tones, gaps between clicks, or gaps in tones), and we required them to type their verbal estimate of stimulus duration in ms using a scale in which 1,000 ϭ 1 s. They were informed that all durations were between 50 ms and 1,500 ms. In both subexperiments, the participant delivered the stimulus that was going to be estimated by pressing the spacebar, and the stimulus started between 2,000 ms and 3,000 ms after the response. No feedback as to estimate accuracy was given.
Results
Experiment 2A: Click version. The upper panel of Figure 2 shows mean verbal estimates plotted against stimulus duration for the filled and unfilled click conditions, the center panel shows standard deviations of estimates, and the lower panel shows coefficients of variation (standard deviation/mean) from the same data. We filtered out verbal estimates of less than 50 ms and greater than 1,500 ms to correct the data for typographical errors, but this filtering rejected only a few observations. Inspection of the upper panel of Figure 2 suggests that the filled intervals produced longer verbal estimates than the unfilled ones and that the difference between the two was greater at longer durations than at shorter ones, that is, was multiplicative with duration. An ANOVA of means found significant effects of condition (filled vs. unfilled), F(1, 14) ϭ 57.96, p Ͻ .001; stimulus duration, F(9, 126) ϭ 128.56, p Ͻ .001; and Stimulus Duration ϫ Condition interaction, F(9, 126) ϭ 10.01, p Ͻ .001. The first of these effects shows an overall filled-duration illusion, the second confirms the result obvious from inspection of Figure 2 that mean estimates varied with stimulus duration, and the third suggests that the F/U difference was a slope effect, that is, was consistent with the idea that the pacemaker of an internal clock ran at different rates for the filled and unfilled conditions.
Whether the F/U perceived duration difference was a slope or intercept effect was also tested in another way. Verbal estimates from individual participants in the filled and unfilled conditions were regressed against stimulus duration, and a slope and intercept value for each individual was calculated. Values from the different stimulus conditions were then compared by t tests. Mean slope from the filled condition was 0.85 and from the unfilled condition was 0.55, and this difference was significant, t(14) ϭ 4.41, p Ͻ .01. In fact, 14 of 15 participants had higher slopes for the filled variables than for the unfilled values. Intercepts in ms were 176.2 (filled) and 101.5 (unfilled), and this difference was also significant, t(14) ϭ 2.68, p Ͻ .05. Inspection of the center panel of Figure 2 suggests that although standard deviations of estimates increased with increasing stimulus duration, there were no marked differences between the values produced from filled and unfilled intervals. These suggestions were confirmed by an ANOVA, with no significant effect of condition (filled vs. unfilled), F(1, 14) ϭ 1.96, ns, and a significant effect of stimulus duration, F(9, 126) ϭ 5.20, p Ͻ .001, but no significant Condition ϫ Stimulus Duration interaction, F(9, 126) ϭ 0.64, ns. However, although estimates from the filled and unfilled conditions did not differ in absolute variability, they did differ in relative variability, as the lower panel of Figure 2 shows. Here, the coefficient of variation statistic (standard deviation/ mean) expresses relative variability of estimates, independent of any mean differences that may be present. Inspection of the data suggests that unfilled intervals produced relatively more variable estimates than do filled ones, and another effect that seems to be present is a decline in coefficient of variation as stimulus durations increased (i.e., coefficients of variation were smaller at longer durations than at shorter ones). Consistent with this finding, an ANOVA found a significant F/U difference in coefficient of variation overall, F(1, 14) ϭ 15.24, p Ͻ .001, indicating that unfilled intervals produced significantly more variable estimates than did filled ones, and a significant effect of stimulus duration, F(9, 126) ϭ 5.18, p Ͻ .001, showing that coefficient of variation declined significantly with increasing stimulus duration. The Stimulus Duration ϫ Condition interaction was, however, not significant, F(9, 126) ϭ 1.22, ns, suggesting that the decline in coefficient of variation with increasing stimulus duration was similar for judgments of both filled and unfilled intervals.
Experiment 2B: Gap version. The upper panel of Figure 3 shows mean verbal estimates resulting from the tones and gaps. Inspection of the data suggests that the tones produced longer verbal estimates than did the gaps, with the difference between the two increasing with increasing stimulus duration. ANOVAs found significant effects of stimulus type, F(1, 16) ϭ 64.89, p Ͻ .001; stimulus duration, F(9, 144) ϭ 52.26, p Ͻ .001; and Stimulus Type ϫ Duration interaction, F(9, 144) ϭ 18.97, p Ͻ .001. The first of these findings shows that the filled-duration illusion was manifested in the gap version of our task, the second finding shows that mean estimates grew with stimulus duration, and the third finding shows that the filled duration effect was multiplicative with duration, that is, consistent with a pacemaker speed, rather than switch latency, interpretation.
As for the click version of the task, linear regression of verbal estimates against stimulus duration was conducted for individual participants, and slopes and intercepts from the tone and gap conditions were compared. Mean slope from the tone condition was 1.0, and mean slope from the gap condition was 0.52; these differed significantly, t(16) ϭ 9.60, p Ͻ .001. In fact, all 17 participants showed a higher regression slope value in the tone condition than in the gap condition. Mean intercepts were 13.65 ms for the tones and 65.65 ms for the gaps, and these values just reached a significant difference, t(16) ϭ -2.23, p Ͻ .05.
The center panel of Figure 3 shows standard deviations of estimates, and inspection suggests that values from the filled and unfilled intervals showed little obvious difference but that both increased with increasing stimulus duration. This finding was confirmed by an ANOVA, which found that the only significant effect was stimulus duration, F(9, 144) ϭ 16.94, p Ͻ .001. Neither the effect of condition (filled vs. unfilled) nor the Condition ϫ Stimulus Duration interaction approached significance: condition, F(1, 16) ϭ 0.06, ns; interaction, F(9, 144) ϭ 1.47, ns.
Upon inspecting variation coefficients of estimates from the gap version of the task (lower panel of Figure 3 ), we found that the gaps produced relatively more variable estimates than did the tones and that coefficient of variation value declined with increasing stimulus duration. Both suggestions were confirmed statistically: gaps, F(1, 16) ϭ 7.91, p ϭ .01; tones, F(9, 144) ϭ 2.11, p ϭ .03; however, the Stimulus Type ϫ Duration interaction was not significant, F(9, 144) ϭ .64, ns, indicating that the decline in coefficient of variation with increasing stimulus duration was similar for both tones and gaps.
Discussion
The results from Experiment 2 can be simply summarized. Filled intervals produced significantly longer verbal estimates of duration than did unfilled ones, whether the intervals were defined by clicks (Experiment 2A) or gaps in tones (Experiment 2B). In both subexperiments, the F/U mean estimate difference increased with increasing stimulus duration, as evidenced by significant ANOVA Estimate ϫ Duration interactions and by the significantly higher slopes derived from regression analyses of the filled intervals.
Standard deviations of estimates from filled and unfilled conditions did not differ significantly in either Experiment 2A or Experiment 2B, although unfilled intervals produced verbal estimates that were relatively more variable in both cases and coefficients of variation that declined as stimulus duration increased. Given the absence of any difference between filled and unfilled intervals in standard deviations, the obvious interpretation of the coefficient of variation difference is that it is due to the large difference in mean estimates.
The decline in coefficient of variation with increasing stimulus duration is characteristic of data obtained with a verbal estimation method (see Wearden, 1999, and , for examples) and constitutes a violation of the scalar property of time, essentially the requirement that the coefficient of variation remain constant with interval value (see Lejeune & Wearden, 2006 , for more precise definition and discussion of both properties). Why data from verbal estimation routinely violate the scalar property when the property holds for identical stimuli (e.g., short-duration tones) used in other procedures (e.g., temporal generalization; Wearden, 1992) remains a matter for conjecture. Wearden (2006) presented a computer model of the verbal estimation of durations in the same range as those used here that showed that, at least in some cases, declining coefficients of variation with increasing stimulus duration with this procedure could be attributed to participants' very marked tendency to use only certain estimate values (e.g., those ending in "00" or, more rarely, "50"). In any case, the decline of coefficient of variation with increasing stimulus duration for the click and gap stimuli used in Experiment 2 emphasizes their similarity with filled auditory and visual stimuli, with which this effect is also found.
In Experiment 2, we aimed to distinguish between interpretations of the filled-duration illusion on the basis of pacemaker speed and those due to switch effects. The former would produce slope differences and (possibly) small intercept differences, with the filled condition having larger values of both slope and intercept, whereas the latter interpretation would produce an intercept but no slope effect, again favoring the filled duration. Further consideration of the application of clock model mechanics is provided in the General Discussion, but for present purposes, we note only that significant slope effects were obtained with both the click and gap form of the filled-duration illusion. The click form, in fact, produced exactly the pattern of results predicted, that is, higher slope and intercept with filled durations. The gap form, on the other hand, although demonstrating a slope effect, in addition showed an intercept effect in the opposite direction (i.e., greater intercept for gaps than for tones).
In general, then, mean verbal estimate differences between filled and unfilled intervals seem consistent with a faster pacemaker speed occurring in the filled condition. Does this mean that there is a single pacemaker governing processing of both stimulus types or that there are two pacemakers with intrinsically different speeds? If two pacemakers are operating, they appear to have some similar properties in that both generate mean verbal estimates that increase in an approximately linear manner with stimulus duration. In Experiment 3, we further explored the apparent similarity between unfilled and filled intervals by examining potential effects of speeding up the pacemaker of the internal clock. Penton-Voak et al. (1996) showed that preceding tones and visual stimuli with a train of clicks increased judgments of stimulus duration (see also Treisman, Faulkner, Naish, & Brogan, 1990) , and in Experiment 3, we investigated this issue with filled and unfilled intervals.
Experiment 3
In Experiment 3, Penton-Voak et al.'s (1996) method of preceding stimuli that would be estimated with a train of clicks was applied to filled and unfilled durations (tones as well as the same intervals defined by clicks). Three previous studies (Penton-Voak et al., 1996; Wearden et al., 1998; Wearden, Philpott, & Win, 1999) show that this manipulation increased the subjective duration of auditory stimuli, so an effect on filled intervals was expected. It was, however, unclear whether unfilled intervals could be manipulated in this way. Penton-Voak et al. (1996) showed that an unfilled interval produced by a participant showed "speedingup-the-clock" effects, but estimation of unfilled intervals has not been used previously with this manipulation.
In Experiment 3, we asked two basic questions. First, would both filled and unfilled intervals be affected similarly (or at all) by Penton-Voak et al.'s (1996) "speeding-up-the-clock" manipulation? If they were both affected similarly, this would obviously support the view that filled and unfilled interval estimates were being generated either by the same pacemaker or two very similar ones. Second, if mean verbal estimates could be manipulated, how would variability of estimates change, if at all?
In Experiment 3, participants received filled and unfilled intervals, which had six different durations, and these two stimulus types were sometimes preceded by a 5-s train of clicks and, sometimes, by silence. We distinguished the clicks in the click train from those that we used to define the unfilled interval by ensuring that the former were of different pitch and duration.
Method
Participants. Nineteen Manchester University undergraduates participated for course credit.
Apparatus. Apparatus was the same as that used in Experiments 1 and 2.
Procedure. All participants received a single experimental session. The filled and unfilled intervals had six different durations: 77 ms, 348 ms, 582 ms, 767 ms, 958 ms, and 1,183 ms.
Filled intervals were 2,000-Hz tones produced by the computer speaker. Unfilled interval started with a 15-ms, 2,000-Hz tone, then was followed by a gap chosen from one of the six duration values, and then was followed by another 15-ms, 2,000-Hz tone. On half of all trials, the stimulus (filled or unfilled) was preceded by a 5-s train of 5-Hz clicks; on the other half, the stimulus was preceded by 5 s of silence. The clicks in the click train had a different frequency (500 Hz) and different length (10 ms) from those of the clicks that we used to define the unfilled intervals and were perceptually different from them. They were presented every 200 ms, onset to onset. A typical trial (clicks, filled interval) proceeded as follows. In response to a "Press spacebar for next trial" prompt, the participant pressed the spacebar, and this was followed by 5 s of clicks, as previously defined. The click train was immediately followed by a filled interval that lasted for one of the six durations given previously in this section and then was followed by a prompt requiring verbal estimation, conducted as in Experiment 2. Participants were told that all stimulus durations were between 50 ms and 1,500 ms. Trials of other types (no-clicks and unfilled) were similar; in the no-click conditions, the stimulus was preceded by 5 s of silence, and the unfilled intervals were defined as outlined above. The combination of six stimulus durations, filled and unfilled intervals, and clicks and no clicks generated a basic block of 24 trials. The trials within the block were presented to the participant in a random order (so that any trial type could follow any other) that differed between participants and blocks, and four blocks (96 trials) were given in the session.
Results
As for Experiment 2, we filtered the data to discard the few estimates outside the range of 50 ms to 1,500 ms specified to participants. The upper panel of Figure 4 shows mean verbal estimates from the four different conditions (filled/clicks, filled/no clicks, unfilled/clicks, unfilled/no clicks). Inspection of the data suggests that (a) there was a large F/U difference, with higher verbal estimates in the filled case, both with and without clicks, and (b) the clicks produced a small but consistent increase in the mean verbal estimates of both filled and unfilled stimuli.
ANOVAs of the mean verbal estimates produced a large number of significant results. To simplify exposition, we note that all ANOVAs of mean verbal estimates produced a significant effect of stimulus duration (smallest F Ͼ 100, p Ͻ .001). This merely shows that verbal estimates were sensitive to stimulus duration and will not be mentioned further. We concentrate, instead, on effects of stimulus condition (F/U), clicks (present or absent), and interactions between these variables and stimulus duration.
An overall ANOVA found significant effects of the presence or absence of clicks, F(1, 18) F(1, 18) ϭ 12.44, p Ͻ .01, but the Clicks ϫ Duration interaction was not significant, F(5, 90) ϭ 1.20, ns. The same pattern was obtained with unfilled intervals: click effect, F(1, 18) ϭ 14.50, p Ͻ .01; interaction, F(5, 90) ϭ 1.69. In addition, the overall Nonsignificant Clicks ϫ Stimulus Type interaction, reported above, showed that the effect of clicks was the same on both stimulus types.
As in Experiment 2, we regressed verbal estimate against stimulus duration for individual participants for all four conditions, and we performed some comparisons (using t tests) on the resulting slopes and intercepts. Mean slopes were as follows: filled/no clicks, .89; filled/clicks, .96; unfilled/no clicks, .51; unfilled/clicks, .59. Corresponding intercept values were 155.05 ms, 162.84 ms, 73.21 ms, and 68.53 ms. Comparison of filled and unfilled intervals showed that 17 of the 19 participants showed higher slope values in the filled case both with and without clicks, and both differences were significant: no clicks, t(18) ϭ 5.63; clicks, t(18) ϭ 5.09, ps Ͻ .001. Fourteen of the 19 participants showed larger slopes after clicks when intervals were unfilled, t(18) ϭ 2.50, p Ͻ .05, whereas 11 of the 19 participants showed higher slopes after clicks when intervals were filled, a difference that did not reach significance, t(18) ϭ 1.41, ns. Clicks had no significant effects on intercepts, either for filled or unfilled intervals, but filled intervals produced significantly higher intercepts than did unfilled ones with clicks, t(18) ϭ 3.45, p Ͻ .01; however, the difference with clicks did not reach significance, t(18) ϭ 1.99, p ϭ .06.
In summary, therefore, data from Experiment 3 suggested that the mean estimate difference from the filled and unfilled intervals, observed both with and without clicks, was consistent with a pacemaker speed difference (i.e., higher slope) in the filled condition. Alternatively, the effect of clicks was more ambiguous, producing a significant slope effect for unfilled intervals but a nonsignificant one for filled intervals.
The center panel of Figure 4 shows standard deviations of estimates from the four conditions. Inspection suggests no clear overall differences in standard deviations among the four conditions but an increase in all cases with increasing stimulus duration and the possibility that, at shorter durations, the filled conditions produce more variable estimates. These suggestions were confirmed by an ANOVA that found no overall effect of condition (filled or unfilled, clicks or no clicks), F(3, 54) ϭ 1.94, ns, but a significant effect of stimulus duration, F(5, 90) ϭ 15.21, p Ͻ .001, and a significant Condition ϫ Stimulus Duration interaction, F(15, 270) ϭ 1.92, p ϭ .02. Simpler ANOVAs suggested that the source of the interaction was F/U comparisons. When comparing filled and unfilled intervals without clicks, we found that the interaction approached significance, F(5, 90) ϭ 2.05, p ϭ .08, and, with clicks, was just significant, F(5, 90) ϭ 2.32, p Ͻ .05, whereas comparisons of filled and unfilled intervals with and without clicks yielded F values that were far from significant, F(5, 90) ϭ .45 (filled), ns, and F(5, 90) ϭ .90 (unfilled), ns.
The lower panel of Figure 4 shows coefficients of variation of verbal estimates from the four conditions. Inspection suggests that (a) filled intervals produced smaller coefficients of variation than did unfilled ones; (b) clicks had no very consistent effect, although they produced some reduction in coefficient of variation compared with the identical stimulus type without clicks; and (c) coefficients of variation declined with increasing stimulus duration, at least in the filled condition.
An overall ANOVA of coefficients of variation found significant effects of stimulus type, filled or unfilled, F(1, 18) ϭ 7.12, p Ͻ .02, and stimulus duration, F(5, 95) ϭ 3.85, p Ͻ .01, but no effect of clicks, F(1, 18) and neither was the three-way Stimulus Type ϫ Clicks ϫ Duration interaction, F(5, 90) ϭ .63, ns. However, inspection of the lower panel of Figure 4 suggests that data from shortest stimulus duration used (77 ms) were somewhat anomalous, with an abnormally low coefficient of variation value from the unfilled/no clicks condition, for example. When the overall ANOVA was rerun with the 77-ms stimulus eliminated, all previously significant interactions disappeared, leaving as the only significant effects the F/U difference and stimulus duration. Some simpler ANOVAs confirmed this general picture of a lack of effect of clicks on coefficient of variation and a large effect of the F/U difference. For example, clicks had no significant effect on coefficient of variation with either filled intervals, F(1, 18) ϭ .12, ns, or unfilled intervals, F(1, 18) ϭ 0.52, ns, whereas filled intervals produced smaller coefficients of variation either without clicks, F(1, 18) ϭ 5.69, p Ͻ .03, or with them, F(1, 18) ϭ 5.97, p Ͻ .03.
Discussion
Data from Experiment 3 confirmed and extended the conclusions drawn from the results of Experiment 2. Filled intervals, whether preceded by clicks or not, produced longer verbal estimates than did unfilled ones, and the analysis of regression slopes was consistent with the F/U difference being attributable to faster pacemaker speed in the filled case. There were no significant differences between filled and unfilled intervals in terms of absolute variability (standard deviation), but relative variability (coefficient of variation) was smaller for filled intervals. Clicks had no effect on either absolute or relative variability. As in Experiment 2, it seems that the cause of differences in coefficients of variation between judgments of filled and unfilled intervals was differences in mean estimates.
General Discussion
Our three experiments taken together confirmed, in various ways, the venerable finding that filled intervals are perceived as, on average, longer in duration than are unfilled ones. In contrast, we found no differences in absolute variability between verbal estimates of filled and unfilled intervals. This finding suggests that there is a degree of independence between the processes responsible for mean judgments and those that determine variability, and one of these factors can differ markedly between conditions, whereas the other factor can show little or no change. The question of what determines variance of timed behavior in different tasks is a vexing one (see Jones & Wearden, 2003 , 2004 , and Wearden & Bray, 2001 , and no published model of determinants of variance on verbal estimation tasks currently exists.
In addition, the fact that standard deviations obtained from estimates of filled and unfilled intervals never differed when the same time values were estimated, whereas coefficients of variation always did, raises the question of how variability, in this sort of case, should be interpreted. Performance on many timing tasks conforms to the two scalar properties of timing (see Lejeune & Wearden, 2006 , for a review). One of these scalar properties is mean accuracy, the requirement that mean measures of timed behavior vary accurately with the time requirement of the task. The second is the scalar property of variance, the requirement that the coefficient of variation of measures of timed behavior remains constant as the interval timed varies.
If the mean accuracy property holds (and Lejeune & Wearden, 2006, show that it usually does), then if two different conditions differ in standard deviation (absolute variability) at some particular time value, they also will differ in coefficient of variation (relative variability), as the means will be the same or nearly so. However, in the case of verbal estimation, mean judgments are not accurate, and mean estimates from different conditions with the same realtime durations, such as filled and unfilled intervals, may vary markedly; therefore, plotting standard deviation against real stimulus duration (as in the center panels of Figures 2, 3, and 4) , as well as constructing a coefficient of variation and plotting it against stimulus durations (as in the lower panels of Figures 2, 3, and 4) , provide different views of variability.
The presence of the mean accuracy property has made relative measures of variability (coefficients of variation, and Weber fraction-like measures) nearly ubiquitous in studies of timing related to the SET framework, and the coefficient of variation is often used as an index of timing sensitivity (e.g., Lejeune & Wearden, 1991) . Our data show that, in this sense, the timing of unfilled intervals is less sensitive than is the timing of filled ones. The F/U difference found here resembles that difference previously found when auditory and visual stimuli were used in duration comparisons. In this case, auditory stimuli are perceived as longer and have smaller coefficients of variation, compared with visual stimuli (Wearden et al., 1998) . However, the mean duration difference between filled and unfilled intervals found in these experiments is considerably greater in magnitude than the auditory/visual difference found in a number of previous experiments. For example, if we consider the data from Experiments 2 and 3, the average estimate for a click-defined stimulus in Experiment 2 was 63.5% of the estimate for a tone, and the comparable value for the gap stimulus was 60.9%. In Experiment 3, the U/F values were 55.7% and 57.6% for stimuli with and without clicks, respectively. In contrast, it has been found that visual stimuli have been subjectively judged as approximately 80%-90% of the duration of auditory stimuli, and similar results are found in verbal estimates in Wearden et al. (1998 Wearden et al. ( , 2006 and from values used in theoretical models in Droit-Volet, Tourret, and Wearden (2004) and Penney, Gibbon, and Meck (2004) . Contrasting with both of these is the effect of clicks on mean estimates, which, although statistically significant, is very small in percentage terms (in Experiment 3 of this study, the percentages were 7% and 11%, respectively, for filled and unfilled intervals, and similar values were obtained in Penton-Voak et al., 1996) .
The results from mean verbal estimates in the present study comparing different sorts of filled and unfilled intervals and from comparisons of judgments of the duration of auditory and visual stimuli in Wearden et al. (1998 Wearden et al. ( , 2006 , Penney et al. (2000) , and Droit-Volet et al. (2004, in a study demonstrating auditory/visual duration judgments in children) are all compatible with differences in pacemaker speed, with rates being higher in filled and auditory stimuli than in unfilled and visual ones. The principal evidence for a pacemaker speed interpretation is the slope effect noted in Experiments 2 and 3 and in Wearden et al. (1998 Wearden et al. ( , 2006 , in which differences in estimates between F/U and auditory/visual stimuli are greater at longer durations than at shorter ones and change the slopes of regressions of estimates versus time reliably but change their intercepts much less frequently. This finding is exactly the result predicted from conventional internal clock theory. On any trial, the number of pulses in the accumulator after a stimulus of some duration t is rt ϩ r(l o -l c ), where r is pacemaker speed. The quantity (l o -l c ), the difference between the latency for opening the switch at the end of a stimulus (and stopping the accumulation of pulses), and the latency for closing it at the beginning of the stimulus (and starting the accumulation) may be negative, zero, or positive, depending on the relative values of l o and l c . This means that the latencies for closing the switch and opening it could have large absolute values yet produce a very small (l o -l c ) value if the two latencies were nearly identical. This suggests that although intercepts should be higher when pacemaker speed is higher, as r multiplies (l o -l c ), observation of the effect in data may be difficult and may be infrequently significant statistically, given the fact that (l o -l c ) is likely to be very small.
As noted earlier, research on the perception of unfilled intervals (sometimes contrasted with filled ones, although not always) has been very diverse, with a particularly noteworthy body of work being concerned with the perceptual effects of markers (i.e., the stimuli that begin and end the interval). Grondin (2003) reviews this work, much of which stems from his own laboratory. A complete discussion is beyond the scope of this article, but we mention just one effect that may link to our theoretical perspective, and this is the effect of intermodal unfilled intervals, that is, those that begin with one stimulus (e.g., an auditory stimulus) and end with another one (e.g., a visual stimulus). One particularly interesting result is that unfilled durations that are started and ended with auditory and visual stimuli are judged asymmetrically: The auditory-visual marker sequence generally produces longer judgments than does the visual-auditory one.
A potential theoretical explanation (discussed by Grondin, 2003) is based on an internal marker hypothesis. As Grondin (2003) himself notes, this hypothesis uses mechanisms rather similar to those proposed for the switch of the internal clock, and we translate it here in terms of the switch. Suppose that the latencies for closing and opening the switch differ for auditory and visual stimuli, with the switch operating more rapidly, in both cases, for auditory stimuli than for visual ones. Now, in an auditory-visual sequence, temporal accumulation begins rapidly but ends slowly, whereas the reverse is true for the visual-auditory sequence. This leads to more accumulation in the auditory-visual case than in the visual-auditory one and, thus, generally longer judgments, which are the results obtained. It may be that considerations of (a) pacemaker speed, (b) mean switch closing and opening latencies, and (c) switch closing and opening variance, taken together in a hybrid theory, can give a good prima facie explanation of many unfilled interval effects: Different pacemaker speeds account for overall differences in subjective duration between filled and unfilled intervals, mean switch latencies account for some marker effects, and switch variance may account for some perceived variability differences when judgments of duration of different stimulus types are carried out.
Although the notion that the filled stimuli seem, on average, longer than unfilled ones because of a faster pacemaker rate in the former case seems, to us, the simplest explanation of the results of the present experiments, it should be acknowledged that this is not the only possibility. Another sort of interpretation involves the amount of attention paid to stimuli of different types and the consequences of differences in allocation of attention on judgments of duration. Attentional effects on time judgments are wellknown and reliable: For example, when people are required to perform an additional temporal or nontemporal task concurrently with a time judgment task, they behave as though the interval judged is shortened. Brown (1997) provides much experimental data and a good review of these and other attentional effects.
Although the effect of diverting attention away from timing by a concurrent task almost always produces a shortening of time judgments, the mechanism by which this manipulation operates is much less clear. Burle and Casini (2001) attempted to dissociate activation effects resulting from click trains such as those used in Experiment 3 of the present article, with attentional effects resulting from the presence or absence of a concurrent task. In their procedure, people were trained to produce a 1,100-ms time interval with their right hand and, on some production trials, also had to perform a concurrent choice reaction time task using two fingers of their left hand. Click trains were delivered during the productions, but these click trains were of either high or low intensity, with the low intensity clicks being adjusted so that they did not produce any activation effect. The louder clicks made the intervals produced shorter (cf. Penton-Voak et al., 1996) , as did the presence of the reaction time task, but there was no statistical interaction between the two manipulations, suggesting an all-or-none effect of the concurrent task such as that which might occur with a single interruption in timing.
The fact that, at first sight, the filled interval illusion in our Experiments 2 and 3 manifests itself very clearly as a difference in slope appears to rule out a simple all-or-none difference in allocation of attention between filled and unfilled intervals. However, some attentional explanations offer the potential for explaining slope effects such as those found in Experiments 2 and 3 without appealing to a simple difference in pacemaker speed between filled and unfilled intervals. One such explanation is that of a flickering switch. According to this interpretation, an individual must consistently maintain attention to a stimulus to keep the switch connecting the pacemaker and the accumulator closed, and, without such attention, the switch tends to open spontaneously, cutting the pacemaker-accumulator connection and, thus, reducing the number of pulses accumulated (see Penney et al., 2000 Penney et al., , p. 1784 , for an explanation of differences in duration judgments of auditory and visual stimuli in these terms). The pacemaker-accumulator connection may be broken repeatedly and reconnected (the flicker of the switch), so longer stimulus durations involve greater loss of pulses than do shorter ones, with the consequence that the difference in perceived duration between two conditions increases as the stimuli being judged become longer. This explanation offers the possibility of explaining slope effects without positing the need for a difference in pacemaker speed between the conditions compared. The flickering switch explanation may not be challenged by Burle and Casini's (2001) result because, in their study, only a single reaction time task was presented during some production trials; thus, only a single switch of attention was necessary, whereas the flickering switch account requires multiple attentional switches.
In the present case, this interpretation would propose that individuals find it more difficult to maintain attention to unfilled intervals than to filled ones, with more flicker in the former case. Obviously, this interpretation mimics putative pacemaker speed effects very closely, so it is difficult to distinguish from the interpretation that we favor. However, although people may have problems maintaining task attention when the stimuli presented to them last a long time (see Wearden, 2002 , for an example of a task in which some participants appeared to have this difficulty), it might be considered implausible that their attentional resources are challenged by the brief stimuli such as those used in the present study, particularly when there is no concurrent task required. In fact, inspection of Figures 2, 3, and 4 shows that an F/U duration estimate difference is generally present even when stimulus durations are very short. For example, if we take the simplest F/U comparisons in Experiments 2 and 3, that is, those comparisons between tones and stimuli that started and ended with clicks, there were significantly longer estimates in the filled case when the filled and unfilled stimuli were 203 ms long, Experiment 2, t(14) ϭ 2.55, p Ͻ .05, and when they were 348 ms long, Experiment 3, t(19) ϭ 4.90, p Ͻ .001. Such an effect is consistent with a pacemaker speed effect, which, we expect, would be manifested at short durations (although it would be manifested more clearly at longer ones) but would obviously require the switch to flicker very rapidly to produce its proposed effects.
Another attentional explanation that is difficult to distinguish from an account in terms of pacemaker rate is the attentional gate model of Zakay and Block (1998; see also Lejeune, 1998 , for a discussion). This model proposes that the pacemaker is connected to the accumulator by a switch (which operates, more or less, automatically at stimulus onset and offset) and an attentional gate. A better physical metaphor for the proposed gate might be a squeezable tube: The more the tube is squeezed, the lower the rate of flow through it, with the result that the flow can be continuously varied. Zakay and Block (1998) propose that the attention paid to time modulates the attentional gate, with the gate being wider with more attention, and that the effect is a potentially continuous modulation of flow from the pacemaker to the accumulator. This attentional gate mechanism can, obviously, produce slope effects such as those obtained in our Experiments 2 and 3 if the attentional gate was wider for filled intervals than for unfilled intervals, with the expectation that the effect would be manifested even at short durations, as we have found.
Neither the flickering switch approach nor the attentional gate model has been developed in sufficient quantitative detail for the precise enumeration of predictions. One question that arises for both approaches concerns predictions about variability. The flickering switch model has the potential advantage that it may derive mean perceived duration and perceived duration variability from a common process: More frequent flickers may not only reduce total accumulation but may also make the accumulation in some fixed time more variable from trial to trial. However, it is unclear whether this explanation would predict differences in standard deviation and/or differences in coefficient of variation when filled and unfilled intervals are compared. In fact, exact prediction probably depends on the rate and periodicity of the flicker, but no published quantitative model currently exists. Likewise, it is unclear whether the attentional gate model would link the mean and the variability of perceived duration or, in general, what its predictions about variability might be.
In conclusion, the data presented in this article extend previous observations about properties of simple forms of the filledduration illusion and show how the illusory differences in subjective duration between different stimulus types may be explained, at least in large measure, by using the type of pacemakeraccumulator internal clock proposed by SET. We make no claims to have explained all of the different phenomena discussed historically under the heading of the filled-duration illusion because, as mentioned in the introductory paragraph, it seems likely that these phenomena are heterogeneous in type and have many different causes, but we hope to show, here, that some simple forms of this effect are more easily understood than previously supposed.
